Fix Google My Business Suspension With GMB Suspended
Most business owners are familiar with needing a website and the role it plays in generating leads.
However, most are still unfamiliar with how Google My Business can benefit their business. When
GMB Suspended first met Tom he showed them his website which looked great and it provided him
with leads that were from this local area. When he would search his business on Google, it would show
up on the right side in a panel beside the search results and with it had all the information he had
included on his website: the name, the address, the phone number, and even the hours. Tom even made
sure to claim his Google My Business listing at which point he thought he did all he could until one
morning he woke up to find that it was suspended.
Google My Business suspensions require that any business listing be reinstated before it can be edited,
or even allow a business owner to view crucial information related to its leads. GMB Suspension is the
premier Google My Business reinstatement service that produces reinstatements for businesses that
have found themselves suspended. The specialists at GMB Suspended know how to navigate from
suspension to reinstatement for any category, including high-risk categories like locksmith and garage
doors.
Business owners using the Google My Business platform know it’s pivotal for generating leads by
having both a verified and editable listing. Dealing with a suspension can immediately compromise
both the leads the business receives and being able to edit their profile. GMB Suspended is often
contacted by business owners or those representing a business, who have recently received an email
from Google stating that there was some problem with the business listing which lead to being
suspended.
Some of the more popular reasons for these suspensions are:
– Due to quality issues
– The business not being eligible to be displayed on Google Maps
– The address used in your profile doesn’t match the physical location of the business.
– Suspended because it was flagged for suspicious activity.
These more common reasons is why most business owners are denied when attempting to reinstate
themselves. Google My Business staff often deny business owners simply because they are unfamiliar
with the process and how to navigate it. This ends up costing the business both time and resources and
diverting their focus from the day-to-day operations to tend to problem that can be quickly solved by
hiring GMB Suspended. GMB Suspended has the main goal to help alleviate all of these issues and
quickly work on a customer’s reinstatement.
Regardless of the reason provided by our customer’s suspension, GMB Suspended has reinstatement
specialists who are familiar with all of Google reasons for a business listing to be suspended and work
towards reinstatement for business quickly.
In Tom’s case, GMB Suspended were able to contact the reps at Google My Business on Tom’s behalf,
acquire all required documents, and submit them as per Google’s requirements. Now Tom can get back
to what he knows best; running his business.

Website: https://gmbsuspended.com

